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OVERVIEW
Timmy, The Bag Boy is told as a quirky and offbeat, yet family friendly comedy. Behind the
comedy lies the deeper story of the young boy, Timmy, and his sidekick (Bandage Man) who
are each struggling to face the world as they are. Told through Timmy’s point of view, along
with some raw and offbeat animation segments sprinkled throughout, the audience learns to
understand Timmy and the damaging effects his parents and other adults have on him. At no
point in the movie will Timmy or the Bandage Man’s faces be shown. The reason for this is to
have the audience fall in love with these two personalities for who they are, not knowing or
even caring about their physical appearance, not even in the final frame.
SYNOPSIS
In this quirky comedy/drama mixed with animation, we meet Timmy, a seemingly normal nineyear-old boy who has some sort of a problem. He has a keen sense of humor for his age,
loves canned peas of any kind, and his cleanliness would make any mother proud.
Timmy’s dilemma lies in the fact that he walks through life with a grocery sized paper bag on
his head. He wears it practically twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, only taking it off
to sleep and wash his hair. And it’s not just any bag either. He actually takes the time to
decorate each one with markers, crayons, or whatever else he can find around his room. His
parents, Claire and Michael, have pretty much done all they can to get him out of this phase,
but mostly to no avail. The one thing they have surmised of the situation is that he seems to
wear certain decorated ones depending on his mood that day. Maybe one day he’ll wear a
black one, the next a happy one, then a sad, possibly a crazy-looking one, and so on. He is
also very imaginative for his tender age.
Michael and Claire, have reached the end of their rope and are given the number of a child
therapist by their family doctor. Claire wants nothing to do with her son seeing a “shrink” and
having their family business out there for all to analyze. Michael, realizing that this is probably
their last option, manages to talk her into it. He even volunteers to take him to the first session
himself. Enter Dr. Lindsey, a renowned child psychologist who is a bit amused by the situation
and has to pull everything out of her own bag to help this case.
At the Medical Center where Dr. Lindsey’s practice is located, we meet The Bandage Man, a
thirty-something patient whose head is completely wrapped in bandages. He spends his bored
days there in the waiting room and is soon taken by Timmy as the two begin to share a lame
joke or two. Timmy learns that the Man had to go through some reconstructive surgery on his
face after being involved in an accident. The Bandage Man is understandably afraid of what he
might look like now, but really can’t wait to get out of the bandages and show himself to the
world again. He even shows Timmy a picture of himself before the accident. This photo shows
a different side than the one seen now, all smiles and hanging on the arm of a beautiful girl. “I
never looked better,” he proclaims with his sad eyes.
One bright afternoon while on his bike, Timmy comes in contact with a couple of bullies form
his school. They make fun of his bag and a scuffle occurs. In this heated exchange, Timmy’s
bag is ripped up the center. He quickly heads home, ripped bag looking like a big scar along
his face. Claire sees the damage and angered, puts her foot down “with all of this bag
nonsense!” “Enough!” she barks as she removes his bag and into the trash it goes.
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The very next day Michael and Claire decide to continue with a planned party for Timmy’s
tenth birthday. Michael is a bit reluctant given their situation right now but Claire insists that if
they are going to handle this problem at home they have to keep showing him that he is “still
normal” and that his family still treat him that way. Coming down the stairs and seeing all these
people makes Timmy turn tail and run back upstairs. He soon ventures back down, fright
drawn all over his bag, much to the disappointment of his parents. If that isn’t enough, Timmy
even goes so far as to hide in the closet during his party where he recites jokes to himself to
help ease the anxiety that all of this attention is giving him. Our little one receives typical tenyear-old boy gifts but the one that stands out for him the most is a brand new digital video
camera. That night he uses it to do his own talk show with his stuffed animals and toys, that
imaginative side coming through in a different medium from just markers on bags.
From this point on that video camera never leaves Timmy’s side. It even sometimes captures
key moments throughout the rest of the movie. As Timmy and the Bandage Man’s bond
continues to grow, the Bandage Man gets more out of Timmy than even Dr. Lindsey or his own
parents can. He listens to Timmy and tells him “Everybody hides, kid. Believe it or not, you’re
not the only one.” And realizes that “It’s somethin’ me and you”. “Somethin’?” “Yeah. Here I
can’t wait to get out of these damn bandages and show my face and you wanna do nothing but
keep on hidin’.”
Timmy begins to ponder why no one visits his friend and finds out that Bandage Man’s parents
are dead. He also finally gets Bandage Man’s name - Paul, last name Stanley. Timmy tries to
find out “why that girl in the picture with you never visits?” Reluctant to really speak about it,
Paul states that she is an ex-girlfriend he had a bad break-up with and that she wouldn’t want
to have anything to do with him now. Timmy finds out the name of the ex - Lynn. An idea is
drawn on Timmy’s bag. He heads home to make some phone calls.
The Bag Boy tracks down this mysterious Lynn and rides his bike to her home. He tells her
Paul’s story. Lynn, along with her non-too-pleased fiancé, is not sure what she should to do
with this information. While the couple argue, Timmy gets up to leave, a bit disappointed that
his adventure to help his friend has been unsuccessful.
After a particularly melancholy session with Dr. Lindsey, Timmy enters the waiting room to find
his friend, and entering the building behind him, Lynn. This puts a huge smile on his face for
the first time in a while. He darts back to Dr. Lindsey’s office, where she is in session with
Michael, and tells them “Right now, I'm happy.” “Do you want to come in a talk to us about it?”
she asks. “No, because if I talk to you I might get sad again and I don't want to do that.”
“Knock. Knock.” “Who’s there?” “Paul looks like.” “Paul looks like…” Paul reveals that he is
finally getting his mask off the next day. Timmy, excited, asks if he could be there to watch him
get the bandages off. Touched beyond words, Paul gladly agrees.
Claire, after much pleading from Michael, finally goes to speak with Dr. Lindsey. Claire is
uncomfortable and after a few moments and a lighthearted joke, becomes more at ease and
begins to open up to the therapist. After the session, Timmy asks his mom if he could be there
when Paul gets his bandages off. “Aren’t you afraid of what he’ll look like when the bandages
come off?” “No, I don’t really care what he looks like.” Claire, a bit taken aback by this
statement offers to take Timmy into the store with her, something she’s normally embarrassed
to do. “Are you sure? What if I’m not pre-sent-able enough?” he asks. Claire is noticeably
stirred by this question and her eyes tell us that finally, maybe, she gets it.
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“Are you ready?” a nurse asks Paul when it’s time for the bandages to come off. “Ready as I’ll
ever be.” The Doctor removes the bandages one by one as Claire and Timmy watch on with
wide eyes. The final bandage comes off and Paul is quite pleased with the results.
And despite Paul’s new scars, Timmy still sees him as the newfound friend he grew to love.
Timmy returns the gesture by removing his own covering. The discarded bag hits the floor with
a bang. Huge smiles from everyone in the room; Claire’s the biggest smile of them all.
MAIN CHARACTERS
TIMMY – 9, a very imaginative and funny young boy despite his major insecurities. He
develops an absurd way of telling the world that, “Yes, I am broken.” The ultimate “Sad Clown”.
PAUL (aka BANDAGE MAN) - late 30s, heavy-set, unhappy, un-educated man that does not
want to be bothered but feels a kinship with Timmy. And Timmy doesn’t care that this man is
everything his parents told him not to be like, he likes him anyway because
he speaks his mind. The ultimate “Sad Sack”.
MICHAEL - mid 30s, Timmy’s dad is the first one to tell you that his son
has a problem. He likes being clean and doesn’t hide it. He loves his
family but is very emotionally reserved. He just doesn’t know how to talk
to his son. He enjoys a good joke and this is very influential to Timmy.
CLAIRE - mid 30s, Timmy’s mother is the first one to tell you that
Timmy’s problem IS NOT a big problem. She does not want her family
business out there for the world to see even though her son apparently
does. She is very concerned with other people’s perceptions of her
and her family.
DR. LINDSEY - early-mid 40s, not your typical therapist. She uses
unorthodox methods to get her patients to open up. A bit kooky at
times but she does get the job done in the end.
A PRODUCTION WITH A PERSONAL TOUCH
Randy Kent brings to life a personal story with Timmy, The Bag Boy. Kent is Timmy, as well
as Bandage Man, the grown up version of Timmy. Kent has drawn upon his years of personal
therapy to create this quirky slice of life story. This absurd version of his personal story, along
with the support of his family and close friends, will most definitely shine through when he
takes on the task of producing, directing and shooting the full story for the screen.
FROM SHORT TO FEATURE
Timmy, The Bag Boy first came to the screen in the 2006 short based on the feature, which
was also written, produced and directed by Kent. The 23 minute short, currently showing at
festivals, has already earned Kent and Timmy, The Bag Boy honors as official selections to
many film festivals including; Indie Fest USA 2007, Square One Cinema 2008, San Diego Int’l
Children’s Film Festival 2008, SF Bay Area Int’l Children’s Film Festival 2008, East Lansing
Children’s Film Festival 2008 and the inaugural Festivus Film Festival in Denver, Colorado,
among others.
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Timmy, The Bag Boy (Short) was the Audience Choice Award Winner for “Best Short
Film” at the Kern Projections Film Festival in October of 2007.
Bagboy Productions, LLC is currently looking for funding for the feature length film Timmy,
The Bag Boy. Bagboy Productions plans to use the short film for shopping the feature for
funding, co-production and/or distribution deals. The feature film expands the story and
characters presented in the short. This short film can be made available for any interested
investors.
Randy Kent – Writer. Producer. Director.
Randy Kent, an Atlanta native who, at a young age, saw Eddie Murphy on “Saturday Night
Live” and in 48 Hours and realized that his goal in life was to - watch movies and “Saturday
Night Live”. This constant consumption of movies and television caused him to wake up one
day and say “Hey, maybe I can actually do that!” And, some years later, he did just that by
moving to Hollywood with a big gleam in his eyes.
Before doing his own projects, Kent worked as a set decorator and
P.A. on many commercials and independent films, one being for
screenwriter turned first-time director Harris Goldberg (Deuce
Bigalow, Without A Paddle) starring Robert Forster and Michael
Madsen.
Kent has written, produced, and directed numerous shorts and
commercials in the past ten years, including the short version of
Timmy, The Bag Boy.
Kent shot Bagboy’s first feature in the summer of 2002, Life, Death
& Mini-Golf (www.lifedeathandminigolf.com). The film was entirely
self-financed and is currently on sale at Amazon.com and slated for
a Spring 2008 limited theatrical release. Filmed in only three
locations over a 14-day period, this ensemble drama stars current
“Saturday Night Live” cast member Kristen Wiig and former
“Another World” co-star Curtis Nysmith.
Kent has served as producer for the 2006 film Bashing, a co-production with Shadowcat
Entertainment, along with The Spy Who Boned Us, a co-production with GeishaGirl
Productions.
Kent has been the recipient of numerous awards throughout his career including “Best
Comedy Short”, “Best Commercial” and “Best Music Video” at The Hollywood Film Look
Festival.
In addition to Timmy, The Bag Boy, Kent is in pre-production on a feature film that he is coproducing and co-directing with friend Andy Forrest. This independent epic is titled Lempke
Brothers and is being self-dubbed as “Borat meets Little Miss Sunshine on the road with Hope
and Crosby”. It will be a co-production between his company, Waterwheel Productions, and
Bagboy Productions and is set to begin shooting in the spring of 2008.
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